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The LCDC were shocked to learn that

after a letter of complaint sent by Mr

John Griffin of Addison Lee to The

Mayor Of London about his deep

dissatisfaction with John Mason and

the Directorate at LT&PH.

As a result of this letter Leon Daniels

of TFL has now commissioned Deloittes

to undertake a full top to bottom review

of the Directorate of LT&PH. The letter

from Mr Griffin expressed his deep

dissatisfaction with the way LT&PH

were treating the Private Hire in the

Capital, and that not enough is being

done to support their wishes.

The consequences of this review could

lead to more pressure from the PH

trade to push through more things like,

access to bus lanes, PH ranks, less

regulation and the right for PH to ply for

hire.

This review could not have come at a

worse time with the on- going saga of

Manganese Bronze.  

Still to be resolved and the Law

Commission looming.

Deloittes To Undertake A Top
To Bottom Review Of LT&PH
After John Griffin Complains To TFL
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Grant Davis

LONDON CAB DRIVERS

CLUB “Back To Black” 

CAMPAIGN

It now seems highly likely that we are

facing in the Trade the prospect Of

losing the “iconic” taxi shape that we

and the public have come to know

and love. However, we at the Club

feel that far from the demise of LTC

being the end of the cab trade, maybe

this could be the beginning of a bright

new future?

With both Mercedes and the new

Nissan taxi soon to be introduced to

the Capital we have two World class

vehicle manufacturers who are willing

to comply with the Conditions Of

Fitness and enable taxi drivers to

safely invest in a vehicle that meets

both our rigorous work demands  and

also provide us with a taxi that is fit

for the 21st Century.

Therefore, we at the Club strongly

believe that ALL LICENCED TAXIS

from 2013 be licensed in one colour

and one colour only��Black!

And the Private Hire in London have

only silver or white vehicles.

Companies such as Nike, Pepsi, to

name but two spend fortunes on

enforcing their brand, we must do the

same so that visitors to London

Who want to use a World famous

London “black cab” get just that.

Silence Is Far

From Golden�.

At the time of going to press, we still

have not heard anything from either

the Mayor`s  Office, TFL, nor  LT&PH

and we feel that their silence in all of

this has been disgraceful. 

There are still some 300+ drivers

who are in limbo regarding any

solution to the latest problem relating

to the on-going saga of the TX4.

Not only that, TFL`s  reluctance to

postpone the age limit on 15 year old

taxis has made it almost impossible

for drivers to rent a taxi for what is the

busiest time of the year.

The lack of interest shown by TFL

and the Mayor in this situation just

highlights how far down the “pecking

order” the licensed taxi trade has

fallen under TFL.

You heard it here first In

The Badge

In the last two editions of the Badge

the LCDC raised our serious concerns

regarding the financial wellbeing of

the London Taxi Company. 

In the September edition we wrote

that there were to be a steering box

recall and major problems regarding

radiators in the TX4 needed resolving,

surely we were not the only ones who

saw this Coming?

In October we also reported “Alarm

Bells Sound As Manganese Bronze

Half Year Results Show £3.6m loss”.

On October 8th I along with Darryl

Cox attended a quarterly trade

meeting  at Palestra chaired by John

Mason. At the end of the meeting 

Darryl Cox asked Mr Mason what ( if

any) contingency plans TFL had made

in case LTC went “belly up”�� he

had none and asked the trade

representatives for their thoughts.

Editorial
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Since the introduction of the TX2

in 2002, Manganese Bronze. Like

a sinking ship has lurched from

one disaster to another in the

hope of staying afloat and

selling the world famous “iconic

taxi” to the world.

But unfortunately, this major

problem with the steering boxes

and the horrendous financial

state of LTC could all together

prove to be the ice berg that

sunk the Titanic.

On a turnover of just under

£900m Manganese Bronze has

managed a total loss of some

£38m. For the same period, the

remuneration to the board has

more than doubled from

£424,000 in 2002 to just under a

million pounds in 2011. 

In 2006 Geely, China`s 10th

biggest car maker paid £53m for

a 23% stake in Manganese

Bronze. In its last published

accounts Manganese Bronze

owed £18.6m to Shangai Maple (

A Shanghai based company

Jointly owned by Geely and

Manganese Bronze).

Due to this arrangement, many

in the taxi trade felt that Geely

would Step into the breach to

save the ailing company, but as

time goes on it appears that this

may not now be the case.

An icon abused

1. They sold the family silver

2. Failed ventures that cost millions

3. They promised quality for failed to deliver

4. They promised a reduction in costs and

didn't deliver

5. And lined their own pockets

1. They sold the family silver:

1 2003: MBH began to dispose of loss

making Components Division, that they failed

to manage effectively.

The Division was sold for £8 million at a

book loss of £7.5 million.

2 In July 2003 they completed the sale and

leaseback of the Coventry property for £8

million.

3 Sold Holloway Road for 7.9 million in 2004

and acquired lease at Brewery Road for £4.6

million.

4 In 2005 sale of Birmingham for £0.8 million

and Ipswich for £4.25 million

Sales:

Components: £8 m

Holyhead Road: £8 m

Holloway Road: £7.9 m

Birmingham/Ipswich: £5 m

Total £29 m

2. Failed ventures that cost

millions - or eye off the ball:

Zingo:

Spent £5.5 million on development of Zingo,

a cab hailing system in 2003 but then

chalked up losses of £13 million

2002

£2.30 million

2003

£3.30 million

2004

£4.00 million

2005

£0.49 million

2004 write off

£2.59 million

2006 write off

£0.10 million

Total

£12.78 million

As with most of the things MBH did, there

was little appeal to its customers, the taxi

drivers, even admitting " The limitation

to growth in usage of the system....is the

number of drivers who have joined Zingo."

(Page 6 of 2004 Annual Report).

In the end MBH disposed of Zingo to

Comcab for a song.

Now look at Hailo with its 7,000 plus drivers,

taking work away from minicabs and radio

circuits and well liked by drivers.

Watch and learn, MBH directors.

USA:

Set up a joint venture with someone who

reputedly was called the "Bagel King". He

might have been better to stick to his bagels.

Started circa 2003. The idea of selling poor

emissions taxis into North America was

bound to be nearly impossible. But the vision

of the Directors at MBH knew no bounds. By

2007 the CEO's statement had moved to

saying "much effort was applied by the new

management team to address the underlying

performance issues in North America, exploit

the advertising and event marketing

opportunity in the USA and prepare and plan

for the future launch of the Shanghai LTI

product." How MBH thought they knew about

media and event marketing in the USA

goodness only knows. More eye off the ball

stuff as their customers at home suffered!

THE RISE AND FALL OF    
A decade
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By 2008 MBH had closed the whole sorry

tale and had admitted in their accounts a

write off of £3.2 million

Mexico:

In the 2004 Chairman's statement, he said "

Good progress has been made in

implementing the Group's strategy of

controlled international expansion with .....a

licence agreement with London Taxi Mexico

LLC covering Mexico and Central America.

In 2005 the CEO's statment said " We

recently completed a successful trial of our

vehicle in Mexico City to ensure that the

performance of the vehicle would be

acceptable at this altitude. Following

conclusion of the trial we are in the process

of making

arrangements for a trial fleet of taxis in

Mexico City."

Then in 2006: ".....we have broken off

discussions to assemble the London taxi in

Mexico for the Mexican and US markets."

..and that was the end of it. How much

management time was diverted from the

core market on this, and at what cost?

Azerbaijan

1,000 taxi deal announced in March 2011.

First reports it was a £16m deal, making the

price per cab at £16,000, then it was revised

to a "total value of £27 million". Whatever it

is, it is a lot less expensive than the cost that

a London driver pays - £36,000.

3. They promised quality but

failed to deliver

The steering box recall is just the final nail in

the coffin, in a long line of quality problems

since 2002 when the Ford engine was

introduced to replace the beloved Nissan 2.7.

Even in the CEO's report in 2004, he said "A

number of teething problems were experienced

when the TXII was introduced in 2002."

In 2005 the CEO said the warranty provision

continues to increase "...from £3.4 million to

£4.6 million"

After the VM engine was introduced in

October 2006 to meet Euro IV requirements

but within a year major problems were being

found in Scotland where high mileage cabs

were starting to blow up at just over 100,000

miles. This would take until 2008-9 to

be a feature in London (big end going). So

much for the claim of one million kilometers

of durability testing.

In April 2008, in his first 2007 CEO

statement Mr Russell said "The benefits

deriving from the focus on quality, reliability

and durability in the development of the TX4

is already evident in the warranty

data.......and expect our customers will enjoy

a quality ownership experience........." Pity,

Mr Russell, you didn't talk to some of your

Scottish customers. Then 6 months

later........

In September 2008 a product recall was

announced because of fires breaking out in

the engine compartment. It cost the Group

over £5 million. And 436 TX4 drivers are still

waiting to take the company to court to claim

loss of earnings - due to be heard in

March 2013, but will it ever get there?

It is the same hopeless optimism based on

their own arrogance and little contact with

their customers which has resulted in the

steering box problem.

As late as the Board report of 2011 (March

2012) they were worryingly reporting "there

was an unexpected increase in the level of

warranty claims received during the year and

this impacted or results by an estimated

£500,000" It was even admitted that this was

down to radiator problems.

Reading carefully the statment also

contained in last year's report that "The

Group is working closely with Geely to

improve the quality and consistency of parts

and there are now five Manganese Bronze

employees based in China to oversee quality

and manufacturing

processes." We

think there may

be even more

behind this -

the steering

boxes!

  MANGANESE BRONZE
of disasters
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In the September issue of the

Badge newspaper we wrote that

there were strong rumours

circulating regarding  two major

recalls on the TX4, one for the

radiators and the other for the

Steering Box. At the time we

said it was imperative for the

management of LTC  to make a

statement to the taxi trade on

the current situation regarding

the future of the Company.

On the 23rd. of October the

Guardian Newspaper published

an article concerning the steering

box recall, in which they stated

“The maker of London’s black

cabs knew about vehicle steering

problems for more than a month

before it ordered a recall of 400

taxis”

The article then went on to say

that the two incidents which finally

led to the company recalling the

cabs took place in London and

Edinburgh on 30th September

and 4th October. Despite this, the

article went  on to say that LTC

continued selling  vehicles,  one

sale to a driver occurred only

hours before the recall!

The Guardian finished  off by

stating that Manganese Bronze

knew about steering issues in

2011 and decided to replace

steering boxes with parts from a

new supplier in February this year,

although the directors did not think

it necessary to inform the stock

market at their annual results

launch in March. However the

new parts also failed and the

steering reliability was an 

on-going issue.

“On 28th September
Manganese Bronze published
their half-year results, within it

contained the following
statement relating to
accounting policies of the
company:
“The Directors acknowledge
that the matters described
above represent a material
uncertainty that could, in
certain adverse circumstances,
cast doubt upon the Company’s
ability to continue as a going

concern. If such an adverse
situation were to arise, the
Company or the Group may be
unable to realise its assets and
discharge its liabilities in the
normal course of business.
NEVERTHELESS, THE BOARD
HAS AN EXPECTATION THAT
SUCH AN ADVERSE
SITUATION WILL NOT
ARISE”���Really!”
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How was Manganese Bronze
allowed to sell cabs after discovery

of steering box problem?

Could this be the end of the Chinese takeaway?

John Russel and his Geely partners
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Just a few

months ago the

Spice Girls

were dancing

on top of their

cabs in front of

a global

audience at the

Olympics

closing

ceremony.
But today Black

cab maker

Manganese Bronze

announced that it

has failed in its attempts to secure a rescue

package from its Joint venture (JV) partner

Geely and has called in the administrators.

The announcement from the Coventry-

based firm in a statement to the London

Stock Exchange.

After announcing the suspension of black

cab production in the wake of a steering

defect and recall of 400 cabs last week, the

firm was pinning hopes on a £15m rescue

package from its Chinese JV partner Geely.

But after talks last week failed to find a

deal, administration was inevitable.

That recall had anyway came hot on the

heels of disappointing results, with losses

widening last year to £4.7m after a major

accounting cock-up linked to a new IT

system, and a slump in orders for its iconic

black can in the key London market.

Manganese had said recently that

overseas sales last year (up by 6.3% to

504 cabs) failed to compensate for a drop

in UK sales (down by 23% to just 577

cabs) and that the firm was unlikely to

return to profit in the final quarter of 2012 (it

has been losing money since 2008).

Manganese had previously said that it

would be back in profit this year.

As I blogged a few weeks ago, it was all a

bit worrying for a firm with just £2.8 million

in the bank. Manganese owes Geely

around £19m for components and vehicles.

Operating margins last year were

squeezed by supply chain issues

(importing components all the way from

China can't help) as well as increased

warranty costs. The firm's shares had

dropped by 75% since April, from a peak of

around 40p in April to 9p in October, before

being suspended last week after the recall

and suspension of production.

As well as its home-made spectacular

own goals, Manganese has of late blamed

the weak UK economy, global economic

uncertainty, and a delay in meeting an

order for 1,000 taxis from Azerbaijan for

poor results.

But as I've said before, there's more to it

than that.

While the reputation of Manganese's

iconic black cabs has improved in recent

years, the sad fact remains that the TX4

cab is an old, heavy design and new

entrants like Eco City (which uses a

Mercedes-Benz Vito platform) have been

steadily taking market share.

That's not surprising as big firms like

Mercedes can take one of their mass

produced vans and work with niche players

like Eco to convert it to a taxi, thus keeping

costs down. And with Nissan about to enter

the market, things were anyway about the

get even tougher for Manganese. The firm

had effectively been over-taken by new

technology, production methods and the

economics of the industry.

Manganese said today that after the

failure to secure funding "the board has

therefore concluded that the group is no

longer a going concern and has filed notice

of intention to appoint administrators." It

also said that a quick resolution of the

product recall announced on October 12

remained the top priority for the group in

administration.

Manganese stated that "the board

remains hopeful that the fundamental

strengths of the company, the TX4 model

and its global reputation will provide the

platform for a successful business in the

future."

But whether or not a viable business

model can actually be carved out for

Manganese under new ownership is now

the key question. The tie-up with Geely

through the JV is anyway critical for the firm

and complicates ownership in the short-run

by another party.

Whether Geely will pick up the firm on-

the-cheap out of administration is an

interesting question. If it does, there is of

course the risk of another lift-and-shift of

what remains of assembly (think MG Rover

and LDV) out to China, although some

assembly in the UK may be useful for

branding purposes.

Ultimately, if it's to survive, the brand

needs a big backer able to take a mass

produced platform and convert it to taxi.

That may or may not be Geely.

Like a man

with a broken

umbrella trying

to hail a cab in

a downpour,

the maker of

the famous

black London

taxi is clinging

to its last

shreds of

hope. Last

week

Manganese Bronze announced it

was no longer a going concern

and intended to appoint

administrators.
It might be premature to assume the

small UK-based company has now

reached a dead end, because intense

talks about its future are continuing. But,

whether or not the manufacturer survives

in some form, it has secured its place in

management textbooks. Over the past

decade the cab maker has been in a

head-on collision with most of the

strategic challenges a company can

encounter: globalisation, regulatory

change, competitive pressure,

outsourcing demands. There are lessons

in this for many larger companies.

High quality global journalism requires

investment. Please share this article with

others using the link below, do not cut &

paste the article. See our Ts&Cs and

Copyright Policy for more detail. Email

ftsales.support@ft.com to buy additional

rights. 

Passengers might value London cabs

for their opulent legroom or the infamous

garrulousness of their drivers, but the

cars’ maker really has only two assets:

regulation and a beloved brand. The

design of the cars – sufficiently well

known globally to merit a starring role in

the 2012 Olympics closing ceremony –

is dictated in part by historically

restrictive rules about the tight turning

circle for cabs operating in the UK

capital’s narrow streets.

Lesson one, then, is not to squander

such natural advantages, whether they

consist of patent protection for a new

drug in the case of a GlaxoSmithKline or

a Pfizer, or the recipe for classic Coke.

Quite understandably, Manganese

Bronze has always fought to preserve its

protected status, and to push its brand.

(The latest annual report describes the

cab as “iconic” six times in a single

page.) 

But lesson two is to beware getting too

comfortable in a protected market. Garel

Rhys, president of the Cardiff University

Centre for Automotive Industry

Research, compares the London taxi

market to India before it lifted protection

for its car industry in the 1990s. Like

India’s Hindustan Ambassador saloon,

successive models of London taxi are

still recognisably descended from a

1950s design. Nothing wrong with that –

carmakers have tended recently to churn

through models too quickly – but it

made Manganese Bronze vulnerable to

challenge from Mercedes, which has

adapted its minivans to London’s

turning-circle requirements, and others.

It was Manganese Bronze that

surveyed the world in 2008 and

estimated the international taxi market

at 2.4m vehicles. But it is Mercedes and

Nissan, whose “taxi of tomorrow” will

replace New York’s existing yellow cabs

and will come to London next year, that

are exploiting it. Prof Rhys points out

that, from vacuum cleaners (disrupted by

the arrival of Dyson’s new design) to

vans, companies often “think they have a

product that will last for ever, then find

their position eroding and they can’t

change it”.

Lesson three, then, is to seek out

global scale and opportunities,

something Manganese Bronze has been

trying to do for years. After two false

starts, in 2006 it found a Chinese partner

in Geely, which also now owns Volvo of

Sweden. The Chinese group, which still

has a 20 per cent stake, offered both

access to its vast home market and the

ability to build the traditional black cab at

much lower cost. Other expansion plans

have stalled. Promises that passengers

would by now be able to enjoy the

London taxi’s capacious cabinspace

from Lahore to Manhattan to Mexico City

have not come true, though Manganese

Bronze is in the middle of shipping an

order of 1,000 cabs for Azerbaijan.

In a final sad twist, the company came

to the brink of administration after its

outsourcing efforts backfired and defects

in parts built in China (though not by

Geely) forced it to suspend taxi sales.

Tim Melville-Ross, chairman, says the

board has been addressing the big

strategic questions since he joined in

2000: what to do if regulatory conditions

change; how to cope with competition in

the core market; how to gain overseas

customers; how to cut costs.

Lack of scale in manufacturing has

handicapped the company: it couldn’t

have afforded to scrap the old design,

retool and start again. But as many,

much larger, companies have

discovered, knowing about the

challenges is not the same as solving

them – and having a captive market can

be as perilous as having to fight for

share. If, in a few years, you can hail a

famous black taxi in Baku but not in the

London borough of Bow, that will be one

reason why.

Black Day for Black Cab firm

Business class in the back of a black cab

Professor David Bailey

from Coventry University

Business School

By Andrew Hill 

- Financial Times
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Taxi drivers braced for crash by
Manganese Bronze

Lock-in at black cab factory after 
156 staff lose jobs

Transport chiefs in London are

being urged to draw up a

contingency plan in case the

troubled taxi maker Manganese

Bronze goes out of business.
Industry representatives are warning

of a looming shortage of black cabs

because of a financial crisis at the loss-

making Manganese, which has halted

sales of its TX4 taxis after a steering

fault was discovered.

John Robins’ who’s Taxi has been

affected Said ” I haven’t slept properly

for three days” said taxi driver John

Robins whose TX4 taxi has been

deemed unsafe by Manganese Bronze

“I’m the only earner in my family at

the moment-my wife looks after our

children”

His taxi was only

two weeks old

when he got a

phone call on

Sunday.

“They told me in

no uncertain terms

to stop using the

cab and that its

licence had been

suspended”

After much

searching he found

a taxi available to

rent, on a

temporary basis for

£180 a week.

He wants Manganese Bronze to take

back the TX4 entirely and to release

him from a deal under which he is

obliged to pay £135 a week for four

years . It has declined to do so.

“They haven’t got a solution and they

have not got the finances to sort this

out”.

Boris Johnson, the Mayor of London,

has agreed to relax temporarily tough

emissions requirements for taxis so

that black cabs used in other cities can

be brought in on a temporary basis.

Manganese has recalled 400 vehicles

across the country, including 316 cabs

in the capital because of the defect.

Dealerships have run out of

replacement cars, leaving frustrated

taxi drivers without a livelihood. At a

recent industry liaison meeting, taxi

drivers’ representatives asked Isabel

Dedring, London’s Deputy Mayor for

Transport, to suspend a rule that bans

drivers in vehicles older than 15 years

from plying their trade.

The rule, introduced last year, has

already meant the withdrawal of 1,495

taxis from London’s streets and a

further 994 are due to be retired by the

end of the year. The capital has 25,000

taxis.

Darryl Cox, secretary of the London

Cab Drivers’ Club, said that Ms

Dedring had been urged to plan for a

scenario of Manganese ceasing

trading: “It’s a worst-case scenario. It’s

a bit like the euro collapsing —

everybody’s got an opinion but nobody

really knows what would happen.”

Manganese’s shares have slumped

by 75 per cent in a year and trading in

the stock has been suspended. The

company, which made a £3.6 million

first-half loss, is in talks with Geely, its

Chinese partner, in the hope of

securing funds.

The problem with Manganese’s taxis

lies in a steering box from a new

Chinese supplier, introduced in April.

There have been two recorded

instances of steering suddenly

becoming locked. Some taxi drivers,

who are on hire-purchase deals, are

trying to surrender their vehicles

entirely on the ground that they are not

fit for purpose — a conjection that

Manganese is rejecting.

“We’re quite disgusted, really. Many

of us knew about this steering problem

in August,” Mr Cox said. “A lot of

innocent people have been caught up

in it.”

Most of London’s taxis are

Manganese models. The only other

manufacturer with a cab that fits the

capital’s unique requirement for a tight,

25ft turning circle is Mercedes, which

makes a six-seat minivan, the Vito, that

costs £42,000.

Peter Da Costa, chief executive of

Mercedes’ EcoCity Vehicles division,

said: “We’re obviously concerned about

drivers caught up in this and we’re

helping them in any way we can.”

Rival taxi manufacturers have

suggested that London is far too reliant

on two suppliers and that the capital’s

“conditions of fitness”, which set

exacting standards for taxi

specifications, should be relaxed.

Donald Pow, general manager of the

Glasgow-based taxi maker Allied

Vehicles, said that the capital’s rules

were anachronistic. “There’s a lack of

choice in the market. That choice is

what drives innovation, price and

quality. It’s ironic, given that the turning

circle in London is such a bugbear, that

it should be steering that’s caused this

issue,” he said.

A Transport for London spokesman

said: “We continue to closely monitor

the situation.”

John Robins - L.C.D.C Member who returned his 

taxi to M&Os on the advice from L.C.D.C 

Workers at the London Taxi

Company were understood to be

attempting to lock themselves in

at their Coventry factory last night

after the insolvency accountants

now running the business sacked

more than half the workforce.
The news of the sackings came hours

after workers had read upbeat

messages from PwC about the list of

potential bidders for the stricken

company. Late yesterday it emerged that

PwC, the administrators of Manganese

Bronze, which makes and markets the

black cab through the London Taxi

Company, said it would be making 156

workers redundant. It would leave just

96 workers on full pay with others sent

home on standby.

On Tuesday, Matthew Hammond, the

lead administrator, said: “There has

been an enormous amount of interest . .

. those expressions of interest —

domestic, from Europe and

internationally — gave us a fantastic

start and puts us in a better position than

we might normally have been in at this

stage.” Mr Hammond had also paid

tribute to Manganese’s engineers, who

he said “effectively hand-build” the cabs.

Unite, yesterday expressed outrage at

the redundancies. Roger Maddison, the

union’s carworkers’ leader said: “Only

last night PwC were telling us there were

significant interested parties. Now the

administrators are ruthlessly sacking

over 150 highly-skilled workers. How can

PwC treat this company as a going

concern with virtually no staff? The black

cab is part of Britain’s car manufacturing

heritage.”

At the Coventry plant where unrest was

being reported last night, 99 workers

were made redundant, with just 55 kept

on. PwC said the retained staff would

focus on finding a solution for the

steering fault, which led to the

withdrawal of 400 new cabs and the

suspension of all sales. Manganese had

been plagued this year by plunging

sales and an IT-related black hole in its

accounts.

The other redundancies came at

Manganese’s black cab dealerships in

London, Manchester, Leeds, Edinburgh,

Glasgow and Coventry.
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This is an TPH update on the

upcoming suspension.
We have just been informed that

Regent Street on Tuesday 13

November will have a road closure

from 12.00 (Noon) to 20.30 for the

switching on the Christmas Lights

(This will effect all the centre of the

road taxi ranks) Road closure.

I have also been in discussion with

JMS contraction who are installing

utilities at Berkeley Street (Nobu) from

Wednesday 14 November to Saturday

17 November, They had asked for the

whole taxi rank, as they will be

digging up outside No. 16, we have

agreed to release only 2 spaces (10

metres) only.

He are some other dates where road

closure will effect taxis, these will be

included in the weekly suspension

update.

Wardour Street (W Hotel) Saturday

17 and Sunday 18 November Crane

operation/ part road closure

New Bond Street / Old Bond Street

Thursday 22 November Switching on

of Christmas Lights 

Oxford Street / Regent Street Road

Saturday 24 November VIP traffic free

day

Victoria Coach Station taxi rank

update, We have been asked by

the drivers that work the coach

station rank on a regular basis

to ask LTPH to change the

direction of the rank and face it

East instead of facing West.

They have even organised a

petition that has been delivered

to LTPH.

The reason behind the drivers

decision to switch the rank around

is on a major safety issue that

would stop them having to load

disabled passengers from the road.

When the wheelchair ramps was

introduced as part of the conditions

of fitness for London Taxis, they

were designed to be used from the

kerbside not straight down onto the

road. This is not only putting the

disabled passengers at risk but

also putting the safety of the driver

in danger as he is standing in the

road as vehicles are driving past,

we feel at the Club that this is an

accident waiting to happen.

Westminster Council seem to be

really dragging their  heels on this

matter in fact I believe it all boils

down to funds when they should

bending over backwards to get this

rank changed. On the back off the

best Parlympics in history you

would have thought Westminster

Council would not be putting

funding in front of safer access for

disabled passengers and the

drivers.

All the talk we heard building up

to the Olympics and Parlympics

regarding the Legacy and how

great it all was to embrace the

disabled athletes.Now the euphoria

has died down it now appears we

are back to normal.

Paralympics legacy soon forgotten

Christmas road closures
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Airport Matters
BY PETER “THE CANNON”

L.C.D.C AIRPORT REP

Transport for London has

instructed HALTS to remove

the statement from the

Heathrow Taxis website

which boasts that HALTS

drivers do not use their

meters for journeys into

central London. 
In a grovelling letter to BAA

HALTS’ chairman Colin Evans

falsely claims that their fixed fares

scheme operates within TfL

guidelines, but this is absolute

rubbish. Evans refuses to

acknowledge presumably for fear

of losing face, the existence of

repeated warnings from TfL that

HALTS drivers must use their

meters and record final meter

readings so that passengers can

claim refunds etc. 

In one of the many letters that

HALTS writes to John Mason of

TfL, a HALTS’ executive concedes

that passengers who make their

travel arrangements with HALTS,

either on line or at the taxi desks,

should be made aware that

refunds are available when

passengers get overcharged at the

prepayment stage of their fixed

fares transactions. But

unbelievably in the same letter ,

the executive has the cheek to ask

TfL to accept that the refund

clause in the hiring contract,

should not be publicised. Again

unbelievably, the executive’s letter

finishes by asking TfL for written

confirmation that the HALTS fixed

fares scheme is compliant with TfL

guidelines. 

TfL issued a consultation

document on taxi fares in October,

but no mention is made of a fixed

fares scheme at Heathrow or

anywhere else. When enquiries

about HALTS are made to TfL, the

standard response is a statement

that first and foremost London taxi

drivers at Heathrow must adhere

to the rules set out in the Abstract

of Laws. TfL’s message to the

directors of HALTS remains that

under current regulations drivers

who carry HALTS’ passengers

must use their meters regardless

of whether a passenger has

prepaid for a compellable journey.

cab. HALTS is unable to produce a

scrap of written evidence to show

that TfL has approved a fixed fares

scheme that does away with the

use of meters for compellable

journeys. At the time of writing this

article, TfL has not named HALTS

or any other business entity as

having applied to TfL to provide a

fixed fare taxi service at Heathrow.

In fact there are no indications

from TfL that an application

process has even been organised.

The Italians 
So, why are the directors of

HALTS claiming to have been

given special dispensation from

TfL to fix taxi fares at Heathrow ?

The answer to this question is

quite possibly connected to

HALTS’ contract with Italian

company EuropeGroup. The

Italians developed the automated

booking and despatch system that

HALTS uses and getting a foot in

the door at Heathrow probably

looks in theory to the Italians as

though it could have enormous

potential for their high-tech

business. Interestingly, HALTS

hasn’t purchased a booking

system from EuropeGroup, instead

the company receives a

percentage of each job that

HALTS processes through the

Italian designed system.

Rules for HALTS’ Passengers 
The terms and conditions of the

HALTS-passenger hiring contract

are available on-line and the

document is full of errors of the

kind that occur when amateurs try

to avoid the cost of employing

qualified contract draftsmen. The

main purpose of HALTS’ fixed fare

rules should be to protect the

legitimate expectations of

travellers who use HALTS

services. But unless drivers on

Heathrow’s ranks who accept work

from HALTS are prepared to obey

TfL and use their meters, they not

only invalidate the insurance cover

for passengers, they also

effectively prevent passengers

from recovering any over-payment

when a fixed fare is prepaid at a

HALTS’ taxi desk. The small print

of the passenger’s hiring contract

hiring requires passengers to

ensure that their HALTS driver

records full details of the fare

shown on the meter at the end of

the hiring. Drivers who carry

HALTS’ passengers need to be

aware that in the HALTS-

passenger hiring contract there is

an exclusion clause that purports

to totally exclude HALTS from

liability should a passenger have

reason to make a claim against

HALTS. So where is this get-out

clause supposed to leave a

HALTS’ driver in the event of a

claim ? 

Competition Law
As explained in previous issues

of The Badge, even if HALTS’

fixed fare scheme could be

legitimised overnight by TfL,

competition law rules against

HALTS enjoying a monopoly as a

provider of a fixed fare taxi service

at Heathrow. The results of a

recent competition disputes settled

in the High Court, show that

competition law has to remain

constant in its application, other

wise those who rely on the law

wouldn’t be able to protect and

plan their businesses. At the

moment, TfL has to accept that

Heathrow drivers who form the

backbone of the Taxi System will

continue to do their best to

obstruct the expansion of any

fixed fare scheme at Heathrow. In

the language of competition law, a

cartel is an alliance of two or more

businesses that join forces to

deliberately control competition

and prices. The Office of Fair

Trading (OFT) exists primarily to

make sure that traders don’t form

cartels and that consumers

receive the best possible prices

and service. In a London taxi trade

context, the formation of an

agreement between BAA, HALTS

and TfL to set the price of taxi

fares at Heathrow in substitution

for metered taxi fares would be

contrary to competition law. The

OFT has more than enough

powers to investigate if it suspects

that a cartel offence is being

committed. Presumably the

promotion of prepaid taxi fares into

central London, would result in the

OFT concluding that facilities for

offering taxi passengers normal

metered fares have been

deliberately concealed or

withdrawn. 

It remains a matter of great

concern to taxi drivers that BAA

refuses to provide them with

written terms and conditions for

use of the Heathrow taxi system.

Drivers also need to see full

details of the financial terms and

conditions of BAA’s contract with

HALTS Ltd. At present, the taxi

information desks have an

effective monopoly on initial

access to would-be taxi

passengers. The desk are situated

in the passenger terminal buildings

and the availability of fixed fare

prepayment schemes combined

with unconstrained charges at the

taxi desks confers substantial

commercial advantages to the

desk operator, when compared

with regulated service that drivers

are obliged to offer from the ranks. 

Finally, if an official fixed fares

scheme is to be installed at

Heathrow, then TfL is under a

legal obligation to consult all

interested parties. There has been

no consultation instigated by TfL

and until there has, HALTS cannot

be regarded by either BAA or TfL

as operating within the law.



GRAHAM LONG

Greetings to all cabbies,

green  and yellow badges and

to Knowledge boys and girls.
Well, here we are. Christmas is

approaching, and I’ve been a

cabbie for nearly a year. How time

flies when you’re having fun.

All is going well, but one thing is

saddening me and concerning me

greatly, that is, the future of the

iconic black cab. Not the cab trade,

but the cab itself. So far I have

realised my ambition of driving a

black cab, but little did I realise just

how poorly built these new vehicles

are. Also, the attitude of the people

who are selling them, and their

after sales service leaves so much

to be desired. I am sorry, Mann

and Overton, but this is just not

good enough.  

Back in October, I was lucky

enough to take part in the annual

Euro Disney trip. I had just started

renting a brand new 62 plate TX4.

How proud I was! Brand new shiny

black cab, together with shiny

green badge, and being part of this

fantastic trip. What could possibly

go wrong? The journey went well

to Paris, with my passengers, one

being an eleven year old with

leukaemia, full of excitement. 

On the Saturday evening, I first

got notice that certain brand new

black cabs had been diagnosed

with steering box problems, yet

another fault of Manganese

Bronze. To my knowledge, ten

cabs were removed from the Euro

Disney hotel car park on car

transporters by Mann and Overton.

During this time I received a text

message from my garage saying

that my cab could be affected. I

asked one of the Mann and

Overton representatives who was

with us on the trip, about my cab.

His arrogant reply was, “It got you

here, didn’t it, so it’ll get you

home.” In summary, I have driven

the best part of 600 miles to Euro

Disney, endangering the lives of

my passengers, myself, and other

road users. Thank you, Mann and

Overton. Thanks a bunch. I won’t

be buying a cab from you.

At the time of writing this article,

Mann and Overton are in

administration, in my view,

deservedly so.  

A friend of mine has recently

purchased a ‘62 vehicle at a price

of over £36,000 and at this minute,

his cab is still in the compound at

Mann and Overton with the

steering box fault. After my

appearance on Radio London’s

Eddie Nestor show, where I was

interviewed about the recall of the

defective cabs, John Mason, head

of TfL, said  he “was working very

closely with the administrators of

Manganese Bronze to sort these

problems out. My friend is still

waiting, after leaving four

messages for Mr Mason, none of

which has been replied to.

I urge anyone thinking of buying a

TX model cab to think twice at this

very difficult time.

Be lucky!
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GRAHAM DRIVES UNSAFE CAB WITH
CHILDREN ON BOARD TO EURO DISNEY

Views of Butterboy Graham
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MONDAY & TUESDAY NIGHT

CABBY SPECIAL

£7.95 FISH AND CHIPS 
and a cup of tea. Dine in only

King’s Square, off Central Street EC1
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Now Then, Now Then,

Now Then

In the midst of the who knew what

when furore which has engulfed the

BBC it is vitally important that we do not

lose focus on the real story. 

There are two separate enquiries

taking place at the moment into the

accusations surrounding Jimmy Savile

and I am confident the truth will out. No,

the real story is the number of young

people who were and are victims of

this kind of predatory behaviour.

When I looked at the Panorama

programme I was shocked. In the

context of the here and now it all

seems so obvious. I have

interviewed people from a number

of charities involved with helping

people who have been abused and

they all say there has been a huge

upturn in the number or calls they

have been getting. That is the real

story and the "silver lining" in this

very dark cloud, that people are

talking, opening up. Only that way

will it be more difficult for it happen

again

Clash Of The Titans

What a match it was. Chelsea vs

Manchester United always promised to

be a cracker but wow. My vote for

game of the season so far. It had goals,

a T-shirt, sendings off, a hand shake

skill and most of all controversy. 

Mark Clattenburg has a case to

answer and it isn't just about his hair.

What was said and to whom.

Interesting that the same Chelsea

players who were so hard of hearing

when it came to the indiscretions of

their captain seem to have developed a

bionic like ability to hear what has been

said. I have no idea about the rights

and wrongs though my mole who tells

me Mickell Obi or is that Obi Mickell

was very upset in the tunnel after the

match. Right or wrong many will see

this as Chelsea embroiled in yet

another race issue and that is probably

not brilliant for the brand

Six Pack

I have started going to the gym again

and there is something I do not get.

Why am I now 5 pounds heavier than

when I started? 

I would love to believe it is because of

my muscle mass. I would love to think

these rippling biceps weigh more but

the truth is I am just fatter. I am two

stone heavier than when I ran the

marathon. Right that is it only two Mars

bars a day and may I will swap one of

the cans of Coke for a glass of water

only two sugars in my coffee and take

away food only 3 days a week. That

should do it. Why don't you join me?

You know it makes sense.

Eddie speaks his mind by Eddie Nestor

Eddie Nestor 

BBC London 94.9

Drivetime: Weekdays 5-7pm 

RumShop: Fridays from 10pm 

Weekly Podcasts

UK Black

Manchester United Redcast
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What a state of affairs.

Manganese Bronze (MB), the

makers of the TX cab, have gone

belly up. During the last three

weeks or so they have issued

notice that their losses are much

bigger than they thought they

were as they had lost a few

million down a crack in the

floorboards.

Then the stock market put the bar

up on the trading of their shares.

They have no money and almost no

saleable assets and no idea where

they can borrow some dosh to keep

going. This meant bringing in

administrators PWC, who

immediately sacked more than half

the factory workforce and laid off

some of the those remaining. They

are currently seeking somebody to

buy the business and, as they

always do, are talking the business

up and saying they have loads of

interested buyers but, of course,

don’t name any.

In their wake they leave all the

drivers waiting for their court case

to begin in March over the engine

fires and also the four hundred poor

sods with a stop on their cabs

because their steering needs a

recall that MB cannot fulfil. As for

the rest of us, we could end up

boating along that infamous river

without anything to row the boat

with. Major parts are already difficult

to come by due to warranty issues,

although in fairness this could be a

temporary thing.

TFL must shoulder much of the

blame for this situation due to their

stubbornness to remove the largely

unnecessary turning circle

requirement. There are already

several vehicle models operating as

taxis up and down the country that

would satisfy all the conditions of

fitness (COF) required in London.

Mainstream motor manufacturers

are unable or unwilling to develop a

purpose built vehicle (PBV) for use

as a taxi in London and the turning

circle COF means that the firms that

modify vehicles such as the VW

Kudos are unable to provide such a

vehicle for London.

The turning circle COF is also the

reason why ever since the demise

of the FX4 back in the 1980s, our

traditional cab manufacturer has

had to rely on cobbling together a

vehicle from several sources – a

gearbox, here, an engine there, etc.

They aren’t cabs, they’re flaming

jigsaw puzzles. The market is just

too small to support the

manufacture of a PBV and MB have

proven that. When MB first

introduced the TX they were

reputed to have spend £10 million

on R&D. Peugeot, on the other

hand, spent £473 million in R&D on

the gearbox alone that is fitted to

the E7. When you look at those

figures it should be fairly obvious

why the TX2 and TX4 turned out to

be dung-heaps. Not only that but

due to the difference in production

volumes, R&D costs per vehicle for

Peugeot is a fraction of the same

costs for a TX. This is what is

known as economies of scale. This

simply means that many

manufacturing costs are reduced

per unit as greater numbers of units

are produced and sold.

MB have no economies of scale to

speak of and this is why even after

more than half a century as a

monopoly  or duopoly (two

manufacturers) supplier, they have

failed to make a profit over the last

ten years or so.

There’s another thing. Monopolies

and duopolies are largely banned

by trade law and for very good

reasons. They usually result in less

choice and higher prices for the

customer. Yet, TFL have created a

monopoly by introducing an artificial

barrier to other firms coming into

the market and that barrier is the

turning circle. If I were one of the

drivers waiting to be sorted out by

MB and they fail to do so, I would

be seeking legal advice to see if I

could sue TFL for creating a vehicle

supply market where we drivers are

forced to buy a dodgy product.

We also have to take a share of

the blame though for as usual we

are never pro-active in these things

but only react to situations. The

writing was on the wall for MB even

before the Vito came to market. We

should have acted before PH were

ever licensed. The turning circle

should have been scrapped forty

years ago as it was already

obsolete them. The turning circle

and the PBV are emotional things.

Nobody is more concerned than

me about losing our identity and

without measures to prevent it,

losing the PBV could well do that

to us. Although it is The Knowledge

that sets us apart from the

opposition, it is our distinctive

vehicle that is the trademark that

delineates that distinction.

However, this can be overcome by

using a single colour, perhaps

black, for all first-plate taxis and

banning any first-plate private hire

vehicles (PHVs) from using black

or any colour that could be

mistaken for black. Sure, we lose a

degree of choice over colour but

that would be compensated by

having a greater choice of vehicle

without losing our identity.

There is just no case for retaining

the turning circle. OK, there are a

few ranks that would be fairly

unworkable without the turning

circle and we would lose a degree

of manoeuvrability but the gains for

both driver and customer make the

down-side insignificant. In any

case, how often do you see a Vito

driver actually using the turning

circle gizmo and it doesn’t seem to

have harmed the drivers and

customers. There is already a

significant range of vehicles being

adapted for use as taxis up and

down the country that could be

used in London were it not for the

turning circle COF. There are

significant cost savings between

driving our current choices and

these alternatives. The vehicles

could be as much as £8000

cheaper than the TX. Maintenance

and repair costs would reduce.

New, cleaner technology would

reduce road tax. Last but not least,

fuel savings alone could reduce

our fares by as much as 3%

without any loss of profit. For

example the VX Kudos taxi returns

almost 50% more miles to the

gallon that does the TX4.

These savings would not directly

increase our profits because the

tariff formula would mean that it is

the customer that would make the

gains from relatively lower fares.

This is why there is no case for

TFL insisting on the turning circle

COF. They are there to serve the

public and keeping fares higher

than they need to be is failing the

travelling public. Meanwhile, this

would be to our benefit as a result

of serving the public best interest.

We would become much more

competitive against PH opposition

because taxis would become

cheaper, relative to PH. As a result

the number of our fares would

increase and therefore while profit

levels remain the same, overall

profit of drivers would increase. 

Sadly though, we are our own

worst enemy. Canvassing the

membership on this issue should

have been one of the first actions

of the UTG to establish what we

wanted collectively. As it is, we

have no idea whether we drivers

want rid of the turning circle or not.

There should be open debate and

then establish what drivers want. If

what they want is the abolition of

the turning circle, it should be

child’s play to achieve it as there is

no adequate defence of it. All we

need do is speak with one voice,

ally ourselves to the alternative

manufacturers and explain the

benefits to passenger groups and

then enlist them and TFL would be

unable to resist the call for

change. The reality though is that

we will sit on our hands if and until

we are forced into such a change

and then it will be panic rather than

controlled change. 

Walker on the March....
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Lennox Lewis led the tributes to

Emanuel Steward, one of boxing's

most successful trainers and the

mainstay behind Detroit's

legendary Kronk Gym, saying the

sport had "lost one of its crown

jewels" with his death at the age of

68.
Steward had recently undergone

surgery for a stomach illness and had

been forced to give up his role as chief

trainer for Wladimir Klitschko's world

heavyweight title fight against Mariusz

Wach.

Lewis, a former world heavyweight

champion, said he was "completely

devastated" by the death of his long-time

trainer. "Manny has helped me get

through some of the biggest fights in my

career and I only regret that I couldn't

return the favour and see him through his

biggest fight," he said.

"Manny was giving, selfless,

compassionate and stern. He always

gave back to the community � he was

an institution unto himself and I am

proud to have had him in my corner for

so many years."

Klitschko said in a statement: "It is not

often that a person in any line of work

gets a chance to work with a legend –

well, I was privileged enough to work

with one for a decade."

Steward, who was inducted into the

International Boxing Hall of Fame in

1996, trained or was involved in the

careers of more than 40 world champions

but first found fame with Detroit's Tommy

'The Hitman' Hearns in the 1980s.

His sister, Diane Steward-Jones, told the

Detroit Free Press newspaper: "He has

passed – he's gone home. He was in no

pain, and we sang to him, as well as did

the doctors present. He had loved ones

with him. He gave it his all, but he's been

called away now."

Steward was born in West Virginia and

moved at the age of 12 to Detroit. In

1963, an 18-year old Steward, fighting as

a bantamweight, won the national Golden

Gloves tournament. According to his

website, rather than go forward as a

professional, he went to work for the

Detroit Edison Co and in 1971 accepted a

part-time position as head coach of the

boxing programme at the Kronk

Recreation Center.

Hearns was Steward's first professional

fighter in 1977 but another Detroit native,

Hilmer Kenty, a lightweight, was the

Kronk's first professional champion when

he won the WBA title in 1980.

Steward, who ended his amateur career

with a record of 94 wins and three losses,

transformed Hearns from a light-hitting

boxer into a devastating puncher. Hearns

won his first world title in 1980 and went

on to engage in a series of classics with

Sugar Ray Leonard, Roberto Duran and

Marvin Hagler.

The Hitman was the first man to win

titles in four divisions; he won in five

overall and topped his 155-8 amateur

record by going 61-5-1 with 48 knockouts

as a pro.

"He brought the very best out of me,"

Hearns once said of Steward. In later

years, Steward helped shape the careers

of Naseem Hamed and Lewis, before

turning his attention to the younger of the

Klitschko brothers.

"His spirit is always here," Wladimir

Klitschko said after Steward was forced to

leave his camp because of illness. "I can

hear his voice in sparring while doing

things, whispering in my ear."

Oscar De La Hoya, Amir Khan and

Hamed also expressed their sadness at

Steward's death, with De La Hoya calling

him "one of the best and most respected

trainers of this era".

Steward's girlfriend Anita Ruiz, who is

also executive director of the Kronk Gym

Foundation, said the trainer had died after

having "complications through surgery"

for diverticulitis, an inflammation of the

intestine.

The Kronk gym was seen for years as a

way to keep young people out of trouble

and off the streets in southwestern

Detroit. In 2006, Detroit shut down the

recreation centre that housed the gym

because of a major budget shortfall. The

gym was allowed to remain open but it

put Steward in a difficult financial situation

and Steward rented space at a gym in

Dearborn for his young fighters.

Steve Bunce

Boxnation presenter

BBC Radio London

Thursday nights

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

As we enter the month of November

the Jumps season starts off in

earnest.  Before we start on this

month’s events we must say a fond

farewell to a true steeplechasing

legend Kauto Star. 
I wasn’t old enough to remember the

greatest steeplechaser of all time, the

mighty Arkle but Kauto Star surely has to

be the greatest since.  In his 41 starts he

won a remarkable 23 wins (16 of those

group one’s).  He won the King George

VI Chase five times, the Betfair Chase

four times and, of course, the

Cheltenham Gold Cup twice.  He is still

the only horse to regain his title after

losing it the year before.  A truly

remarkable horse and I’m sure, like me,

want to wish him a long and happy

retirement.

With the Jump season now kicking off

here are five to follow which will

hopefully keep you in profit.

Sea of Thunder (7 year old) trained in

Ireland by Charles Byrnes.  Gained only

one win from ten starts over two miles

but when stepped up to three miles

proved a real revelation.  He was

desperately unlucky at the Cheltenham

Festival (3 miles) when falling at the last

when well clear.  Started his chasing

career with a great display of jumping

and the trainer has said that he will head

back to Cheltenham next March for the

3m2f RSA Chase for which he is a 25/1

chance.  One word of caution, the horse

does not act on soft ground, so ground

conditions are very important to him.

Cinders and Ashes (5 year old) trained

by Donald McCain, beaten on his first

outing he then won for on the bounce,

the last being the Supreme Novice

Hurdle at Cheltenham.  This horse is

held in very high regard by his trainer

who believes he could be a Champion

Hurdle horse this season (12/1).  He

handles soft ground but connections

think he is better on faster ground.

Long Run (7 year old) trained by Nicky

Henderson.  An exciting winner of the

King George and Cheltenham Gold Cup

in 2010-11 season but only won once

last season.  He was second in the King

George and third in the Gold Cup but I

know connections were disappointed

and rider Sam Waley-Cohen feels the

horse was never right last year but with

summer on his back he could well

bounce back this year.  King George

(odds 4/1), Cheltenham Gold Cup (odds

8/1).

Zarkandar (5 year old) trained by Paul

Nicholls. After winning the Triumph

Hurdle at Cheltenham as a three year

old, it was always going to be difficult as

a four year old taking on the older and

stronger horses.  After a setback he did

not run until February where he won the

Tote Gold Trophy at Newbury.  However

two days later he coughed and his

participation at Cheltenham was in doubt

until the last minute.  He ran very

disappointedly in the Champion Hurdle

and on his last start fell heavily at

Aintree.  I believe there is a lot more to

come from this very talented horse and

he is my Ante Post tip for this year’s

Champion Hurdle 9odds 12/1) with

trainer Nicholls nominating this as the

main target.

Sanctuaire (6 year old) trained by Paul

Nicholls.  I’ve saved the best for last.

This horse showed a lot of promise as a

juvenile winning a handicap at the

Cheltenham and the Scottish Champion

Hurdle at Ayr.  However, what he

achieved over hurdles has already

surpassed what he has done over

fences.  First he won a Novice Chase at

Taunton in a fantastic time, followed by a

long distance victory in a Novice Chase

at Sandown (again doing a great time.

But it was his final race in the

Celebration Chase (group 2) which

really caught my eye.  What makes this

race so awesome was the way that he

comfortably beat seasoned older horses.

Trainer Nicholls has been quoted as

saying he is best fresh and will have the

Tingle Creek (Sandown in December)

and the Queen Mother champion Chase

at the Cheltenham Festival as his main

targets with possibly a race in between.

I think the Queen Mother odds of 8/1 as

still far too big and at this early stage is

my banker of the Festival.  I am already

on at 10’s and 12’s

Talking of the Cheltenham Festival

(March) we will, in next month’s issue of

The Badge, be launching a competition

for one lucky person to win two members

badges for the Tuesday (Champion

Hurdle day at next year’s Festival). So

make sure you enter for that.

Anyway, until next time, Be Lucky and

do not give too much to those awful

bookie chappies! 

The Marksman

Adios Manny
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Please complete this form and send it with your application form

(LCDC) Ltd UNIT 303.2

TOWER BRIDGE BUSINESS COMPLEX, TOWER POINT,

100 CLEMENT’S ROAD, SOUTHWARK

LONDON, SE16 4DG

0207 394 5553

Standing Order Form

Your Bank: .........................................................................................

Your Bank Address:............................................................................

Post Code:..........................................................................................

Please pay the sum of £15 NOW and monthly therafter 

until further notice.

Please pay the sum of £42.50 NOW and then quarterly thereafter 

until further notice.

Quoting Reference No (         )

To the account of THE LONDON CAB DRIVERS CLUB LTD, 

Barclays Bank Bloomsbury & Tottenham Court Road branch, 

PO BOX 1134, London W128GG

Sort Code 20-10-53. Account No- 40450421.

Your Name: .....................................................................................

Account No:  .....................................................................................

Sort Code: .......................................................................................

Signature: ........................................................................................

Date: ..................................................................................................

Application Form
Please complete this form in BLOCK CAPITALS

The subscription rate is £170 per annum. If you are unable to pay in a

single payment please make one cheque payable to “The London Cab

Drivers Club Ltd,” with today’s date for £56.67 and two post-dated

cheques one month apart for £56.67.

Send the completed form to: THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,

The London Cab Drivers Club Ltd, UNIT A 303.2

Tower Bridge Business Complex, Tower Point, 100 Clements

Road, Southwark, London SE16 4DG

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:.................... Surname: ......................................

First Names:......................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................

............................................... Post Code: ......................................

Badge No: ............................. Shift: ...............................................

Telephone No: (with full STC code):................................................

I agree to abide by the rules of the Club. I also agree that the above

information will be kipt by the LCDC in a computer system under the

terms of the Data Protection Act.

I understand that I will not be eligible for legal representation for 

matters arising prior to the date of this application. Thereby declare

that I have no outstanding PCO of police matters pending.

Signed:  ......................................  Date: ......................................

CLUB CLASS 
PACKAGE

AS AN L.C.D.C

MEMBER YOU 

WILL RECEIVE:

� 24 HOUR DUTY 
SOLICITOR  

EXCLUSIVE TO THE 

CAB TRADE
Your 24 Hr duty solicitor 

hotline membership card.

Piece of mind 24 hrs of 

the day.

� FULL LEGAL COVER
Our fantastic team of City 

Of London based solicitors

and barristers, experts in 

Hackney Carriage and 

road traffic law.

� COMPLAINTS
AND APPEALS
As a member of the LCDC,

we will deal with any 

complaint that has been 

made against you by

members of the public.

Also we will attend the

LTPH with you on any

personal appeals that 

would affect your licence.

� HEATHROW AIRPORT
REPRESENTATION
With our reps at the airport

working hard on the 

trades behalf for a fairer, 

and more safer future

at Heathrow.

� RANKS 
AND HIGHWAYS
The LCDC attend the Joint

Ranks committee working 

hard for more ranks and 

more access for the taxi 

trade in London

� CAB TRADE ADVICE
All members can call the 

office for any information

or up to the date news on 

any trade related subject.

� MEDIA AND 
AUTHORITIES
The LCDC is always the 

first to be called when the 

media want the “ Cab 

Trades “ reaction. The 

Chairman is a regular

contributor on LBC, Radio 

London, and the BBC.

We at the Club also

represent the trade at 

meetings with

the Mayors Office, TFL ,

LTPH, Corporation Of 

London, BAA, and all Local

Authorities in the Capital.

� HEALTH CONCERNS
Are you concerned about 

your badge and bill due to

your health? As a member 

of the Club, we can 

alleviate the stress by 

dealing with the 

authorities on your behalf.
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Adam D. Elliott
Vincent House, 

99a Station Road, London, E4 7BU

SPECIALIST 
ACCOUNTANT TO THE 
LICENSED TAXI TRADE

Tel: 020 8281 0500
email: adam@taxitax.co.uk / SKYPE: taxitax



C&M Taxis
TXI, TXII and TX4

& Fairway Drivers For Rent

�Overhauls
�Servicing & Insurance

repair jobs

All at competitive rates

Call 020 8807 5313
108 River Mead Rd
Lee Valley
Trading East
London 
N18 3QW

K.W. TAXI
SERVICES

UNIT 10 BRYANT AVENUE 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE ROMFORD

ESSEX RM3 0BY

01708 373 786

FAIRWAY, TXI, TXII, TX4
Overhauls, Servicing, Repairs
Fitting only LTI Factory Parts

cab rental, best rates,
24hr RAC cover, Fairway, TXI

KEEPING LONDON’S
TAXIS MOVING
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For the best in
home made 
Italian cooking

72 St John St, EC1

Tel: 020 7253 1907

Tasty Café

Pasta, chicken, 

meatballs, lamb, pork escalopes,

sirloin steaks a speciality

MEALS
£7.00 INCLUDING TEAS AND 

COFFEES
£8.00 SIRLOIN STEAK DINNERS

PLASMA TV FOR 
ALL FOOTBALL

BECKS CAFÈ
Breakfast & Grill
28 Red Lion Street
Holborn WC1R 4PS

Open Mon/Fri 7am till 10pm
Sat 7am till 3pm 
then reopen from 7pm till 10 pm
Pastas * Grills * Steaks 
* Fish * Omelettes *

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

Unbelievable Prices

TX / VITO REMOULDS

£38.50+VAT

TEL: 0207 231 5857

72 ENID STREET, BERMONDSEY, LONDON, SE16 3RA

London’s only 
independent 
taxi trade 

organisation

Don’t delay... join today! 

020 7394 5553

MORRIS TYRE
SERVICES

0203 581 7100
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